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Greetings from
the President

Mrs. Lyons Stands By Her Man
Black Voice News

By Judy Candis
Special to the NNPA From the Florida Sentinel
Despite being advised to remian quiet, Deborah
Lyons, wife of beleaguered National Baptist
Convention head, the Rev. Henry Lyons, said
feels she can no longer hold back her emotions
against the continual attack on her husband's
character.
"Now I must speak. For not only is my family
being investigated, but the man I love and respect,
who is also my best friend is being viewed in an
unfavorable light. I have known this man for
nearly 30 years, and the person they are
portraying in the media, is not the man neither I
nor my children recognize." Mrs. Lyons said.
Mrs. Lyons was speaking publicly for the first

time since she set fire to a house she believed to
be owned by her husband and another woman last
summer.
"They have twisted every kindness he has ever
tried to show others and this is deplorable. There
has never been a human being more generous,
thoughtful of others and who has dedicated his
life to making life better for others. He has never
been selective when it comes to someone in need.
Be it man, woman or child, he has unselfishly
given. To insinuate that the women he has helped
were somehow romantically involved with him is
rediculous, when anyone considers the vast
number of families he has tried to assist. He was
never a womanizer, only a giving man who had
no bounds as to helping someone."
Mrs. Lyons said not only did her husband stand
by her times of alcoholism, but did everything

Taking the Oat

arm greetings to
celebrating Christmas.

everyone

At this time of year, when the nights grow

longer and often colder, our lives are brightened
and our hearts warmed by the lights of Christmas.
So much light surrounds our memories and
celebration of Christmas: candlelight in the
windows, colored lights twinkling on the tree,
children's faces lit with a joy that is reflected in
their parents' eyes. The beloved Christmas story
itself is a story of light, for, as the Gospel of John
tells us, Jesus came into the world as "the true
Light" that illuminates all humankind.
Almost 2,000 years later, that Light still shines
amid the dark places of our world. It is reflected
in the lives of so many quiet and generous people
who strive daily to make life better for others -feeding the hungry, caring for the ill and elderly,
cherishing and nurturing children. it radiates
from the hearts of those who work for peace and
justice in their communities, our nation, and the
world. It shines in the efforts of men and women
striving to break down the walls of fear,
ignorance, and prejudice that cast shadows across
too many lives and prevent us from becoming the
people God intended us to be.
May all who celebrate Christmas this year
rejoice in the special gifts of light that it brings:
the love that warms our hearts, the faith that lights
our journey, and the hope that promises us a
bright future. Hillary and I wish you joy and
peace during this Christmas season and much
happiness in the New Year.
WILLIAM

J. CLINTON

Applause, smiles and tears were
on the agenda, when the San
Bernardino Community College
District welcomed newcomer
Beverly Powell, said goodbye to
veteran trustee Lois Carson and
elected Judith Valles as president of
the seven-member Board of
Trustees. The first item to come
before the reorganized board was a
call for support of a $750 million a
year, statewide bond election and
advice on financing seismic
problems locally.
After the ceremony, Powell
smiled through tears during a
thank-you to friends and family
before she took her seat on the
board for its final meeting of the
year. For her, the swearing in
marked the beginning of a fouryear term.
For Carson, who also
administered the oath of office to

returning Trustees Eugene Wood
and Stephanie Cereceres, it

possible to protect her.
"My actions that night were purely from an
alcoholic state and my family had no idea that the
media would take this storm of my addiction and
use it to begin this horrible nightmare, twisting
every word that issued from his lips.
Continued on Page A-2

UNCF Comes to Television
with New Format

Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

Beverly Powell Sworn in to Board of Trustee's

W
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signified a final official duty as
board president after 24 years on
the board which governs the
district's two colleges - Crafton
Hills College, Yucaipa, and Valley
College in San Bernardino.
(l) Powell, is surrounded by
family members as she prepares to
take office as trustee. From left,
her mother, Laura Goodly; son,
Tristan Powell, and father, Nolton
Goodly; in front Kevin Powell.
Powell, a regional manager for
Southern California Edison Co.,
was elected in November to serve a
four-year term on the Board.
(below) Powell, right, newcomer
on the San Bernardino Community
College District's Board of
Trustees, takes the oath of office
with returning trustees Eugene
Wood and Stephanie Cereceres.

The United Negro College Fund's (The College
Fund/UNCF) television special, "An Evening of
Stars - A Celebration of Educational Excellence,"
has been cleared to air in the top 50 markets.
Airing on January 10, 1998, on KCAL-9 TV from
7:00 - 11:00 p.m., the nationally syndicated special
will feature lead co-host Lou Rawls, and co-hosts
Debbie Allen, Alfre Woodard, and Louis Gossett,
Jr.
The exciting new 4-hour format will feature
extended concert performances by some of the
music industry's top artists including: Toni
Braxton, Teena Marie, CeCe Wmans, AZ Yet, The
Chi-Lites, Maze featuring Frankie Beverly,
Vanessa L. Williams, Luther Vandross, The Dells,
Mark Curry, Michael Bolton, Ziggy Marley and the
Melody Makers, Kenny Lattimore, Sinbad, Jerry
Butler, The O'Jays, and Kool and the Gang
featuring James Taylor.
The program will also feature more in-depth
coverage of the essential work UNCF is doing to
provide minority scholarships to its member
institutions. The hour-by-hour format has been
tailored to include approximately 38-40 minutes of
performances, local and national promotions, and
5-6 minutes of student, college and alumni profiles.
UNCF has contributed to the strengthening of
America's future by assisting thousands of bright.
talented and deserving students in obtaining a
college education. Since its founding more than 50
years ago, UNCF has raised more than $1.3 billion
making it possible for over 300,000 students to
graduate from UNCF schools. UNCF uses national
and local initiatives to support its mission of
enhancing the quality of education by raising
operating funds for member colleges and
universities, providing financial assistance to
deserving students and supplying technical
assistance to member institutions.

''We Walk Because He Walked'' Walk-A-Thon Scheduled
• Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

The Urban League of Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties is planning the
5th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr.
Walk-A -Thon. This year, under the
theme "We Walk Because He Walked,"
the event will take place on January 19,
1998,. the official holiday honoring Dr.
King. For the last 4 years, this event has
been organized by Rose Mayes and the
MLK Visionaries of Riverside, whose
main focus is to erect a monument in
honor of Dr. King.
The walk will start at the Stratton
Center at 2008 Martin Luther King
Blvd. in Riverside and end at the site of
the future Martin Luther King, Jr.
monument next to Riverside City Hall at
3900 Main Street. Entertainment will be
organized both at the start and the finish.

The presentations and awards program
will take place at the Stratton Center
following the walk. Awards will be
given to the first to arrive, the oldest
walker, the youngest walker, the largest
team.
Team captains from churches,
organizations, schools and corporations
are needed to recruit walkers. Each
walker is asked to solicit pledges and
contributions totaling a minimum of
$25.00. A commemorative T-shirt will
be given to each walker. This year, ··
proceeds will go to support the Urban
League's Intervention and Prevention
Youth Program, Project S .T.A.R ., as
well as to assist the Martin Luther King
Visionaries with the maintenance of the
future site of the statue.
The Urban League of Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties, one of 115

E-Mail to: black voice @eee.org
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National urban League Affiliates, is a
non-profit
community
based
organization. Its mission is to assist
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African Americans, other minorities and
under-represented members of our
communities in achieving equal
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Driving Force Behind Walk-A-Thon: The Urban League Guild.

opportunities in education, employment
and housing. For more information,
contact (909)'682-6070.

http://www.~ee.org/bus/bvn
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SHOULD

MRs. LYoNs srAND aY HER MAN?

You can give us your response by:
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FAX:
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(909) 682-1602
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To Be Equal

Hugh B. Price

Hugh B. Price

President National Urban
League

Letter to the Editor
Dear Publishers,
Recently your newspaper published from two of your papers, the
"Riverside Eight." As one of the eight, I would like to say thank you for
doing an outstanding job in bringing to light the injustice that has taken
place and would of been covered up if it wasn't for your fine journalism.
All of us in here appreciate your efforts.
However, there are some issues that I would like to share with you that
are causing ill effects on the moral fiber in the minds of the inmates in
5A, where I am at, as well as a legal mail problem.
First of all, on 9/27/97, at 4:40 p.m., a female officer along with other
male officers was conducting a clothing exchange; they take all your
clothes and bedding, the only thing you have is a blanket wrapped around
you when you come out of the cell, then they tell you to take the blanket
in one hand by the comer and hold it to the side of you while you have
nothing on and tell you to turn around slowly. This female officer was
watching and enjoying by the smile on her face the nude display of
inmates bodies on 5A. Officer Grisham said, "that is standard procedure.
I have sent a complaint to the sergeant and told them that before going
outside with this, I was informing them first, which they have not
acknowledged at all.
The other problem is that•legal mail has been opened before it gets to
the inmates from their attorneys.
I have shared in my complaint that the opposite sex (officer and
inmates) has resulted in a lawsuit in the pass. I know the mail thing is a
serious offense with the jails as well. Please help in this matter.
-- Help

'l!_Jle_ .. __
tm
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A story in the December 14th
New York Times declared that a
joint Times/CBS News poll had
found, as the headline put it,
"Americans Reject Means But
Not Ends of Racial Diversity."
The report, which included
graphs and a discussion of the
possible meaning of some of the
statistics, said that "Americans
today endorse the goal of racial
diversity in schools and offices,
but reject some of the main
methods used so far to achieve
it."
Yet, in my view, this poll was
not quite what it seemed -- even
to the Times/CBS News
pollsters: and therefore its
findings must be regarded in a
different, more complex way.
For one thing, the headline is
wrong. Americans do not
"reject" the means to achieve
diversity: White Americans
oppose those means, generally
speaking, by significant margins.
•Black Americans support them,
generally speaking, by even

more significant margins.

Who is An American?
For example, 57 percent of
Whites said that affirmative
action programs weren't needed
to ensure that businesses have
diverse work forces; 80 percent
of Blacks said they were. Only
35 percent of Whites agreed that
affirmative action programs
should be continued "for the
foreseeable future;" but 80
percent of Blacks said they
should.
Even when Blacks and Whites
agreed on a survey question, the
gaps were striking: 82 to 95
percent of Blacks supported
special educational and jobtraining programs for minorities,
and laws to protect them against
discrimination in hiring and
promotion. The percentage of
Whites who agreed ranged from
59 to ~5 percent.
But, despite those gaps, that
agreement does exist suggests
that Americans have a more
complex view of the means to
achieve diversity than that
headline acknowledges. That
may be because the poll is
skewed by a serious flaw: It
focuses only on Blacks and
Whites.
Yet the statistics of
employment and college- and
graduate school-admission show
that White women, Hispanic
Americans, and Asian Americans
have also benefited significantly
from affirmative action. The
views of and about those groups
-- significant actors in our
diverse society - are absent from
this survey.
Nonetheless, he survey is
valuable.
What can be said is that, on

the one hand, 61 percent of
Whites feel affirmative action
programs should be either ended
now, or phased out in the next
few years, while, on the other,
nearly 66 percent agree that there
should be special preparatory
educational and job-programs
(which many conservatives
would likely classify as
affirmative action) to help
minorities.
This seeming contradiction
does reflect what the two major
referenda to this date on
affirmative action
the
California electorate's approval
of a ban on affirmative action in
196; the Houston electorate's
choosing last month to continue
that city's affirmative action
program -- have shown: How
affirmative action programs are
operated, and how affirmative
action is explained is crucial to
whether a majority of Whites
will support it.
The gap between White
support for racial diversity and
their objection to the means to
achieve it has existed since the
founding of the nation. Indeed, a
Gallup poll, taken just before the
1963 March on Washington,
found that 63 percent of those
surveyed disapproved of it, and
that 38 percent felt that the civil
rights movement was being too
assertive in pushing for bedrock
civil rights for Blacks in the
South.
'
The present survey does
confirm, again, that a significant
segment of White American has
closed some of the distance
between the ideals we all pledge
allegiance to and the practices it

will pledge to support. That is
progress.
We who believe affirmative
action is a proper mechanism to
achieve inclusion must intensify
our grassroots efforts to stem the
spread of anti-affirmative action
referenda to other jurisdictions
and to Congress. We ·also must
strengthen the arguments on our
side and discard those outmoded,
flawed and legally risky practices
that have undermined affirmative
action's credibility.
We must make clear that
affirmative action is actually two
things.
First, it's a set of tools to
remedy discrimination.
Second, it's a philosophy
which declares that inclusion is a
moral, economic, political and
demographic imperative too vital
to our nation's future to be left
entirely to chance. Whether by
happenstance or design,
tokenism or , worse, exclusion,
cannot be options for the most
robustly diverse society in the
history of humankind.
When you strip away all the
dispute over statistics and
missteps, the fundamental
question facing our nation is the
one that has always encompassed
the centuries-old American ·
debate about freedom and
equality of opportunity -- about
inclusion: Do we intend to make
certain that all Americans share
in the American Dream?
The lesson . of American
history -- of all the groups in
America, not just African
Americans -- is that, whatever
the opposition of the moment,
the long tenn answer will be yes.

J. Edgar Hoover Still Lives at the Federal Bureau of Investigation
By Harry C. Alford
J. Edgar Hoover virtually
spent his entire adult life
running the Federal Bureau of
Investigation . During this
nearly 50 year span, this cross
dressing transvestite (yet
Homophobic), bigoted, Mafia
friendly (never admitted to the
fact of organized crime),
tyrannical, psychotic sociopath
wreaked total havoc on people
of color. The man, by himself,
is a great blemish on this
nation's 20th century legacy.
This nut had too muGh power
and didn't mind using it
whenever he had the whim. his
three biggest rivals were
President John F. Kennedy,
Robert Kennedy and Dr. Martin
L. King. All three ·were
publicly assassinated within a
five year span via the same
modus operandi - "a lone, weird
assassin;; who reaiiy couldn't
organize a 4th of July family
picnic let alone a masterful
murder through the legions of
security and mass scrutiny.
Guess who I think was behind

it?
Activist Dick Gregory is
currently holding a fast in
protest to Hoover's name being
on the current FBI Headquarters
here in Washington D.C. We
should support Brother Gregory
1 in his attempt to remove this
racist and oppressive stigma
from the agency that is
supposed to be protecting us and
preserving our security.
Hoover lives at the FBI via its
current hiring and promotion
practices. The Greenlining
Institute, San Francisco, CA,
just did a review of the current
status of the FBI. This is what it
found:
Top Management - No
Asian Americans or Hispanics,
four African Americans, and
one woman in the "Top 44"
management positions.
Middle Management and
Above - No Asian Americans
among the "top 170". Only 1/2
of one percent minority women;
and just five percent women
Lower Middle Management
and Above - No Asian
.,
American women among "Top

620;" close to zero percent
Hispanic women (1 of 620);
only one percent African
American women; only one
percent Asian American male
and females: and just six percent
of management is African
American and six percent
Latino despite Washington,
DC's overwhelmingly large
minority population.
Lowest Management - Even
among the very lowest level of
management there are virtually
no minority women. For
example, among the 2,244
employees at "GS-14" or above:
an invisible 1110TH of one
percent are Asian American
women (1 of 2,244); a trivial
4/lOth on one percent (10 of
2,244) are Hispanic women; and
just one percent consists of
African American women (28
of 2,244).
Isn't the above despicable?
What is even worse is that the
number of African Americans is
decreasing! This follows a
consistent pattern with the
Clinton Administration. They

keep the amount of Caucasian
male consistent. They increase
White women and other
minorities at the expense of
Black folk.
For example, in December,
1992, there were 1167 Black
males and 3499 Sisters working
at the FBI. In March, 1997,
those number dropped to 1151
and 3012 respectively all the
while the total employee
population grew including that
of White males. Ol' Hoover is
sitting down in Hell smiling up
at the Clinton Administration.
The disparity at the FBI is
purely by design. Hoover has
been dead since 1972 and we
still have a racist campus acting
on behalf of our security. We
must begin to fight it. The first
thing we do is support Di ck
Gregory and get that evil name
off a federal building. No more
J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building!
Harry C. Alfo rd is t he
President/CEO of the National
Black Chamber of Commerce

Deborah Lyons Stands By Her Man - Rev. Henry Lyons
Continued from Front Page

"If the media is surprised that
the members of our church are
standing steadfastly behind him,
it is only because they have all
stunned and deeply hurt by this
abuse. There is no call for them
to continue to place my husband
on the front page, defaming his
actions as unlawful.
"His intentions have always
been to lift the standards of
others. Anyone that knows him
will vouch for his tightness on
money for himself and his
trustworthiness."
Mrs. Lyons said if it hadn't
been for God, the prayers of

their church members and the behind or associated with the of the tragedies of being an
fact that she is married to such a St. Petersburg Times. They alcoholic. But when I got up off
spiritually strong man, their have been the main focal point my knees and received both my
family might have dissolved of attack. Cars and homes were husband and family's love and
we
were
something my husband signed forgiveness ,
under the awesome pressure.
"We have received prank his signature on for numerous determined to move forward,
calls, people asking me when people. He thinks nothing of stronger than ever.
"It is my prayer that the
am I going to leave my husband. using established credit to help
This is not about me or him but others. He feels this is why God public look beyond the
about US. As a couple we have has placed him in such a newspaper articles that have
forgiven each other. Because he position to help. Just in the last based their opinions solely on
was so used to dealing above year alone he has helped three accusations, but to look at the
man. One conversation with
board when all of this horror families purchase homes.
began, he thought nothing of it,
"Since this all began I had to him and it will be quite obvious
knowing people would soon see actually forgive myself or I that he has never had any
it was all a mistake. But we all would be walking around now intentions of de frauding the
know now this has to be a feeling guilty for the pain and government of anyone else.
personal vendetta by someone hurt that followed. That is one
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Become A Foster Parent

• Health
• Fitness
- The Bla.ck Voice News

Interested in meeting the needs of abused, abandoned and neglected
children/ Guadalupe Homes Foster Family Agency is offering a 2-hour
foster parent orientation on Tuesday, January 6, 1998, from 6:30 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. at 4183 Riverview Drive, Riverside. Adults 21 years of age or
older who are interested in becoming foster parents are invited. Call (909)
275-9330 for details.
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Herbal Remedies Are they Truly the Best Medicine?
Dear Dr. Levister: What is Ginko Biloba?
Will it slow dementia?

A Caregiver

letter will be incorporated into the column as
space permits. You may direct your letters to

Our Bodies

Thoughts For Success

Dear Caregiver: A herbal extract from
the Ginko Biloba tree used for thousands of
years in China, has been shown to slightly
slow the progression of Alzheimer's disease
in the first U.S. study of the herb. Ginko has
been used in Europe over the pat 20 years to
treat short term memory loss, depression,
headaches and tinnitus.
In a study of 309 patients half took 40mg
of the herbal supplement three times a day,
the others took equal amounts of a placebo
(inactive substance). The patients had standardized mental assessments and were tested
pre and post treatment. The caregivers of
patients taking Ginko reported that they saw
behavior and thought process improvement
in. 37% of the patient compared with 23% of
those not receiving the herb. On the standardized test measuring thought processes
more of those on the herbal pills showed
improvement which was said to be equivalent to a six month delay in the disease progression.
The study is encouraging but how Ginko
affects the brain is unclear. In addition, there
is concern that it may act like a blood thinner
inhibiting the blood's ability to clot which
could be dangerous if used with other anticoagulants such as Warfarin or Heparin.
The long term benefits or harm from use
of Ginko is unknown. It does appear to be
safe but can cause diarrhea, nausea, vomiting
and restlessness.
T he Ginko tablets available at drug and
health food stores may not contain the same

The Universal Law of Value, as
Applied to Time

formula as used in the study. herbs, which
are considered dietary supplements, are not
regulated by the U .S . Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), therefore thee is no
way to tell how much of the extract (Ginko
Flavoneglycosides and Terpenelactone), if
any, is found in a single dose. If you decide
to use this herbal remedy be careful, keep
good notes and discuss it with your personal
physician so the two of you can work as a
team to monitor your health and ensure no
adverse outcomes.

Dr. Levister holds a F.A . C.P. and
F.A.C.P.M. He owns a private practice in
San Bernardino and welcomes reader mail
concerning their bodies but regrets that he is
unable to answer individual letters. Your
I•'
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So many of today's words
arose from things and activities pertaining to ancient farmers. For example, the "calf'
part of our legs took its name
from the way it resembled the
belly of pregnant cow. T he
word . " spine" c ame from
thorns of a rosebush; "patella,"
(knee cap) from a frying pan;
and manipulate, from grabbing
a handful of manure for the
purposes of cultivating soil
c rops . F rom this meaning
related to fertilizer, "calculated
to make the land more productive," the sense of manipulate
spread, in the early days of
mining, to indicate the manner
of digging silver out of the
earth.
Meanwhile, the original
context, manure, and 'the smell
that goes with it, e xpanded.
By the mid-1 8th century, this
concept of "stinking" was carried into the bad behaviors of
people as con artists. These
behaviors included trickery,
scheming, secret devious plotting, conniving intrigues, and
-evasive finessing - all for the
purpose of personal gain at the
expense of others. This is still
how most people today think
of the word manipulate.
L ooked a t in a broader,
more neutral way, manipulation is the a bili ty to bend,
shape, or fashion things to our
needs or wants. This word is
also u sed properly when it
refers to actions for the benefit
of ourselves and/or o thers

Dr. Levister in care of Voice News, P.O. Box
1581, Riverside.CA 92502.

without anyone getting hurt.
This is what we do in reasoning; we manipulate information to organized scattered
thoughts as well as to make
additions, subtractions, multiplications, stretchings, and
compaction to form opinions
or hypotheses.
Perhaps the earliest manipulations we do occur when we
are very young. As children,
we compare, contrast, relate,
combine, and unite feelings (or
sensations) as well as ideas,
thoughts, and mental images in
order to get meanings. Doing
mental manipulations enables
us to later recall experiences
that occur together. And often
we remember the m in the
order in which they were experienced. For example, If kids
picture their breakfast table in
their mind's eye, this can also
bring images of memories of
the people they saw at breakfast, the things that were said
there, and so on. Through this
kind of Associative Thinking
come mental concepts, fanned
by the manipulation of mental
pictures. With Mental Concepts of like-kind, we form
classes for classification.
In summary, the word
"manipulation" can be used in
a negative way, or in a neutral,
or positive one. Solid reasoning requires positive manipulation for the purpose of learning
Which and How characteristics and attributes are relevant,
accurate, and clear. The key to
this process is associative
thinking, whic h represents
bridges between mental pictures, mental concepts, and
classifications.

By Herbert Harris

How you see yourself in your
own eyes determines what you
get out of life. Self image is
your own conception of yourself.
It is the mental and emotional
picture you hold in your own
consciousness of who you are,
what you are, and what you
represent. Your self image is
important because it is the
starting point of your life
experiences. The image you
hold of yourself is like a great
vase into which all your life
experiences are poured and
blended.
If your self image is a small,
limited conception of yourself,
based on ignorance, fear doubt

prospective employers give a lot
of weight to how this question is
answered. Subconsciously, most
people will answer with a figure
that indicates their own
assessment of what they bring to
the position.
A figure below what the
position is worth is often a tip-off
that the applicant has a low
assessment of their own skills,
and would probably not be a
good employee. A figure too
high above what the position is
worth might indicate a lack of
knowledge about the position
itself. If you've done your
homework and know the deal,
you should be able to set a figure
at the high end of what the
position is worth, plus just
enough fluff to get some
attention. However, let me warn
you. Be prepared to answer the
question that will surely come "Why do you feel that you would
be worth 2 zillion dollars to this
company?"
Have a well researched, well
thought-out, well presented,
logical and intelligent reply. You
will probably get the position on
your terms, consistent with your
self image.
Based on The Twelve ·
Universal I.Aws of Success, a

and insecurity, then all of your
experiences will be filtered
through these same negative
emotions.
On the other hand, if your self
image is based on knowledge,
love, courage, respect, faith and
confidence, your life experiences
will be filtered through these
same positive emotions.
Self image determines your
capacity to live, receive, and
interact with the life experiences
and possibilities which confront
you. Your self image is like a
magnet, attracting or repelling,
like or unlike qualities into your
life experience.
You attract thoughts, people,
and experiences which are
congruent/consistent with how
you think and feel about
yourself. If you want to attract
the good health, wealth and
happiness that you desire and
dream about, then you must
develop a self image that is
compatible with, and supports
these very thoughts, namely good
health, wealth and happiness.
A nice example of how the self new book by Herbert Harris .
image works is this:
published by the LifeSkills .
One question that appears on Institute. Available at Brown 's ·
just about every job application Books, Culture Plus and most
is: What salary and benefits are fine stores.
you looking to receive? Many

T he electric utility industry is changing and opening up
to competition. Soon you'll have a choice of electric
service providers. And, you can feel s~.fe knowing the
California Public Utilities Commission, will
oversee the process and protect your rights as a consumer.

Call 1-800-253-0 500
fo r more information.

NOTE: Dr. Bailey holds a
F.A.C.S. and runs a private
practice in San Bernardino.
Please address comments to: email JAB722@aol.com
Authorize d by th e C a lifornia Public Utilities Commission .

TTY /TDD 1-800-933-3119

t

31st Annual Kwanzaa Celebration

• Financial
• Real Estate

The Inland Area Kwanzaa Committee invites the public to attend the Kwanzaa Karamu at the
Rialto Playhouse, 150 E. San Bernardino Avenue, Rialto, CA on Saturday, December 27, 1997
from 5-8 p.m. The event features "The Tall Spirits" Drum and Dance Group from San Diego and
Alyce Smith Cooper, nationally acclaimed Storyteller. To RSVP and for ticket information contact
(909) 820-1836.
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Down to Business

Round-Up of Black Stocks for 1997
Black Voice News
SAN FRANCISCO

A 24 percent gain in the Black
Stock Worldwide index since
May 1 underscores the most
significant year for AfricanAmerican
and
African
companies in the world's equity
markets ever.
Shareholders of Black
Entertainment
Television
(BTV:NYSE) and Carver
Federal Savings Bank of Harlem
(CNY:OTC) are making joyful
· noises as 1997 comes to a close.
Founder Bob Johnson's decision
to buy back the outstanding
shares of BTV doubled the share
value from 28 7/28 to 56 at the
end of November. The U.S.'s
largest Black bank, Carver, did
even better in percentage terms,
making a Lazarus-like move
from 2 7/8 to 17.
Ariel Mutual Funds two
primary investment vehicles,
Ariel Growth (ARGFX) and
Ariel Capital Appreciation
(CAAPX) nearly tripled during
1997, moving from a trading
range around $14 respectively to
end of November, closing at
$40.95 and $35.58.
In April, Ariel released the
study of African-American
investment attitudes, project that
$36 billion of investable assets
were drawing little or no
appreciation due to the lack of
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rest of the market went through a
correction.
On the African continent,
commodity prices are having a
more profound impact on share
prices, particularly the price of
gold. Africa's new billion-dollar
conglomerates are taking
advantage of the opportunity to
go on a buying spree.
JCI and New Africa
Investment (JCI.J) and NAIL.J)
have purchased the British
conglomerate Lontho, with 140
subsidiaries across the African
continent and Gold Fields of
South Africa (GLFY:NYSE).
The price of gold continues to
fall below $300 per ounce due to
falling demand from Asia and
the planned gold dumping by
European central banks .
Companies
like
Ashanti

Goldfields (ASL:ADR:NYSE)
lost two-thirds of their share
price during 1997.
It is a rare buying opportunity
because this dip is at the same
time that Ashanti has expanded
from its Ghana base to pick up
concessions in 20 other African
nations. The JCI purchase of
Lonrho removes the threat that
competitor, Anglo-American
might swallow Ashanti through
its former controlling stake in
Lonrho.
More significantly, North
American, European and
Australian firms have snapped
up more than 1,000 concessions
for gold mining across Africa in
the past four years. Clearly
they' re counting on gold
rebounding, although it may take
until the turn of the century.

Long-term investors, (college,
retirement) with at least a 10year horizon should take a
serious look at this sector.
The
year
1997 . has
conclusively demonstrated that
individuals and institutions can
make money in the emerging
equity markets serving Black
businesses worldwide. Get in
while it's still inexpensive.

John William Templeton is
executive editor of "Griot," the
African-American, African and
Caribbean business daily. To
learn how to follow the 400
Black public companies
worldwide, attend AfricanAmericans in the Digital Age:
Learning and Earning on the
Internet Jan. JO, 1998 in San
Francisco.

I

awareness in the markets.
The strong performance of
their funds and identifiable
companies like BTV and Carver
is a powerful incentive to change
those attitudes.

Significantly, the AfricanAmerican and African public
companies traded on U.S .
exchanges as a group performed
in a counter-cyclical fashion.
They continued to rise when the

Berean Colton

Berean Riverside

1330 E. Washington
Colton, CA
800-765-8121

3396 Tyler Street
Riverside, CA 92503
800-685-8121

30% Off

20% Off

25% Off

A One-time Purchase of
Any Non-Sale Apparel*

A One-time Purchase of
Any Non-Sale Books or Bibles

A One-time Purchase of Any
Non-Sale Cassettes or CDs

•cIergy Shirts and Robes excluded

Berean CJ,•,c-,.

S.....

Coupon Good January 2 - 31, 1998

Berean<'J.•.c•,

S.....

Coupon Good January 2 - 31, 1998

Berean <'J.:.t:••

UPS Foundation Awards $1 Million
to 100 Black Men of America

You can see the potential.

Be the one to help
him see it, too.

ups

Cal Tyler awards a $1 million check to Thomas W. Dortch, national president
and chairman of the board of the 100 Black Men of America.
Black Voice News

ATLANTA

The UPS Foundation, th e
philanthropic arm of United
Parcel Service, has awarded a
$1 milli_on grant to the 100
Black M en of America to
bridge
together
th e
organization's mentoring and
scholarship programs.
The announcement was made
by Cal Tyler, senior vice
president of United Parcel
Service, following the general
session of the 100 Black Men of
America President's Summit
held recently in Atlanta. 'Iyler,
a member of the Metropolitan
Atlanta Chapter of 100 Black
M en, is also servin g as
honorary chair of the
President's Summit.
"The 100 Black M e n of
American and its various
ch apters are nationally and
internationally renowned for
their
commitment
to
educa tional, mentoring and
empowerment programs which
be,nefit African-American
youth," said 'Iyler. He added,
"UPS hopes that this grant will

help to play a key role in
linking the vital components of
mentoring and scholarships that
the 100 Black Men have
implemented so successfully
over the years."
As the world's largest
package delivery company,
UPS provides service to more
than 200 countries and
territories with the industry's
most advanced information
systems
and
tracking
technology.
With
1996
revenues of $22.4 billion on
delivery volume of more than
12 million packages and
documents each day, UPS has a
global workforce of 338,000
employees.
The 100 Black Men of
America, Inc., a non-profit
organization with 12,000
members and volunteers, is
de dicate d
to
e nhancing
educational a nd economic
opportunities for AfricanAme rican youth nationwide.
Currently, there are 74 chapters
located in the U.S., Jamaica,
and Birmingham, U.K.

B1eeo1ng, irritated and swollen gums?
Now, there's a natural solution! ll
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The Natural Vend.st'"
Herbal Mouth and
Gum Therapy"'

Available at Health and Natural Food Stores
For I..,,. Nlr Y041, caN IOO-f15-6895 WOOdllOcll NIClnl Prodldl, foll I.ff, NJ 07024. __,,._ _,
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Maybe it was a parent, relative, teacher
or a friend who first saw your potential
and helped you develop it.
Remember how you felt?
Today, our community's youth face greater
obstacles that make it harder to succeed.
We need to guide them - listen and talk to
them.
Become a mentor. Take time to be with a young
one. Pass on your experience, and help shape a
strong youth.

Mentors touch lives.
Be one.
For toll-free information about
mentoring programs in your area and how
you can become one, call:

1.888.80-MENTOR
Sponso red by the Ca lifornia Departm ent of Hea lth Se rvi ces. Pa rtn ershi p for Re spo ns ible Parenting

Business Directory
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CLEANERS

J ,', fj

PLANT
ON PREMISES

Nex110 Ga~oc Rose

·~
·i r><I

and Don Jose

opaC D. Richards
Attorney at Law

Alessandro

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

.. .

f Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,

PERSONAL INJURY

M.D.

• Automobile accidents
• slip & Fall
• Dog bites
• Motorcycle accidents

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

FAMILY LAW
•
•
•
•

Divorce
Child Support
Spousal Support
Child Custody & Visitation

696 North "D" Street
Suite #1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

SPECIAL

DRAPERY
Per Pleat Lined
Must present coupon
with Incoming orders,
not valid with other
offers.

ONI, [ ) ;'\Y

CJ
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Al

TLRATION

MAS 11 R TAILOR

ON

51:RVICF
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23080 D-220 Alessandro Blvd • Moreno Valley, CA •

(909) 656-4131

experience...

DI afl It

a touch of

(909) 381-1830

Massages, Facials, Waxing, Body Wraps, Make-up
Hydro Therapies, Galien Jet Scotch Hose, Vichy Shower
Kneipp, Thalasso & Balneo (tub) Therapy

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Camel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

Fax (909) 885-1590

300 Law Firms Workin~ To~ether
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in
whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits
Dresses
(Silk X-tra)

3400 Central Avenue, #310
Riverside, CA 92506

(909) 689-8916

99¢

Member of the Assoc.
Body Work & Massage
Professionals

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CALL 909-683-1468

Specializing in Ethnic Skin Care

INTERNATIONAL ·

SR.f-n & 'Boay Care

Licensed by
City of Riverside

A World Class Day Spa
325 Cajon Street• Redlands, CA
92373 • (909) 793-9080

A FREE SERVICE!

(800) 995-4724

CHIKA HUNTER

Teer One f,·
• f"
Properties lL

Backstreet Hair & Barber Salon

Curls
Fades
Waves
Pony Tails
Color
Weaves

HOURS

A Residential & CommerciQ.l
Real Estate Brokerage

Mon-Fri
9-8
Sat
9-6

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

Monday by
Appointment
only

Caribbean

Egyptian

Afro-Centric

Distributor
•ii

« .. - ~,

344 North "E" Street • San Bemadino
Specializing
in:

Independent Morinda™

BOUTIQUE AND BALLOONS
FICUJUNES

CARDS

DANCE WEAR

BODY OILS

INCENSE

PORCELAIN DOLLS

FINE ART P,RINTS

JEWELRY

ETHNIC APPARELS

AFluCAN ARTIFACTS

BALLOONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
3720 MAIN STREET, (SPACE #97)
RIVERSIDE, <::A 92501

Bus.
(909) 247-8949
SHARON &
Pager (909) 342-9609
MYRON WEEKS (909) 247-3443. Fax

Debbie D.'s
Gifts Videos Music Book Store

CREOLE
RESTAURANT
9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

(Montclair)

sauces; various g ifts

13373 Perris Blvd. E-412
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(909) 242-3351
- - -- - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - -

Italian Gold Mfg. Corp.
The Gold Filled Co111pany
A Bangles A Jingles A Baby Bracelet
A Earrings A Rings A Chains & More
A Buy & Sell Jewelry Direct from the Manufacturer
A Ask About Our Sales Distributor Kit
fl Call to Receive our Full 92 Page Catalog
A Lifetime Warranty

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

gram's
mission
bar-b-que

palace
3646 Mission Inn
Riverside, CA 92501

Featuring
Down home
cookin'

Hours: Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

(909) 782-8219
Catering Service Available •· Anywhere .. Any 1ime

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

Indigestion

e-mail: chunterl@gte.net
24 Hr. Mfg: 1-888-733-0335

I
I
I
I
I

883 E. Foothill • Rialto, CA 92376

CITY

Asthma

Phone/Fax (909) 899-6977

Caiun Garden

CRESCENT

Also carrying:

Arthritis

5519 Withes Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336

3585 Main St, Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

(909) 482-0566
Candles; hair & Skin care products;
Kwanzaa supplies; greeting cards;
stationary; g ift wrap; jewelry; speci,1lty hot

A healingfruir that hLlps:

Diabetes

Holiday Special
12 pc. Fish or Chicken
(includes Red Beans & Rice, Cole Slaw & Hushpuppies)
Everyday Lunch Special
10 pc. Shrimp & Fries
Red Beans & Cornbread
Greens & Cornbread
2 pc. Chicken & Fries
2 pc. Fish & Fries
Open
Monday Thru Tuesday 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m. to 8 p.m.

$10.99

$3.25
$1.49
$1.49
$1.99
$2.49

Buy

One chicken
•sandwich, onion rings
or
3 pc. chicken strip
and onion rings

for$3A9
get second free
(only with this coupon)

Expires 01/04/98

Program Director Needed
The Book of Acts Church is presently accepting applications for program
director for The Rose of Sharon Preschool and Day Center. Submit resume
to: The Book of Acts Church, The Rose of Sharon Preschool and Daycare
Center, 7480 Sterling Avenue, San Bernardino, CA 92410 or pick up an
employment application in the church business office. For more information,
contact Patricia Tyler or Vicki Duckett at (909) 383-2370.
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iPromise Keepers• Watch as well as Pray
Black Voict Ntws
,

,By

PARTV

Congresgnan J~ L JaclGon,

Jr.
In Part L I argued that the Gospel
must be viewed through the
legitimization of our experiences of
oppression, through which we give
our Christian witness. In Part II, I
argued that the Promise Keepers
have a spiritual message which just
happens to parallel the antigovernment message of the
teligious and political right. This
message is devoid of the economic
content to address the lingering
effects of racism, sexism and
discrimination. In Part III, I
suggested that the "spiritual crusade
gainst racism" may be a subtle
political effort to increase the
number of African Americans who
vote for conservative Republicans,
i,r don't vote at all, which also
helps Republicans. In Part V, I
suggest that we need to "watch their
:J)Olitics" as well as pray.
It is control of the South that
·political conservatives see as the
base from which to control the rest
•of the country. Fifty percent of
those attending the Promise
Keepers rally were from the highly
eligious and Bible-based South
"according to a Washin~ton Post
survey of the rally. Fifty-three
:Percent of all African American
people live in the eleven former
confederate states of the South.
: Since the founding of the
country, the leadership in the
.conservative Bible-belt South, the
• ection of the country with the
)reatest economic needs -- which,
1ncidentally, should make them the
most progressive region of the
country, not the most conservative ~ has always had a disproportionate
influence on the nation. Especially
in the beginning, great numbers of
our Secretaries of War, Presidents
:and justices on the Supreme Court
:hailed from the South. In fact, the
,.A merican Civil War was actually
:precipitated by the denial of the
:expansion of slavery into the new
,western territories. This would
:have eventually weakened these
;~lave states' political power, and
:~urbed their ability to carry out this
~region's historic and continuing
·psychological and political
tlefensive/aggressive behavior -:~hich Dr. King referred to in his
:1963 speech as its "nullification"
·tendencies.
:- Promise Keepers are aware that
Matthew, Mark and Luke all urge
us to • ~ as well as pray." What
:do progressives need to watch for?
: (1) Watch Bill McCartney: Rev.
James Robison, Rev. Pat Robertson,
:Rev. Jerry Falwell and the other
,leaders and supporters of the
Promise Keepers and follow their
every action and activity with a
:keen spiritual and political eye
,because they all have a history of
conservative political action.
(2) Watch for the Promise

Jesse Jackson, Jr.

Keepers' biblical and other
language of patriarchy and
hierarchy which undermines a
commitment to equal protection
under the law for .a)LAmericans, or
any expressed thoughts that are in
opposition to full gender equality.
(3) Watch the Promise Keepers
with an open political eye because
the fQst survey revealed that fiftyfive percent of those who attended
the DC rally supported Bob Dole in
1996 and only 15 percent supported
Bill Clinton, and if the people of
color were removed from the
survey the Clinton percentage
would have gone down even
further.
(4) Watch and analyze them with
regard to their off-year election
activity in the 1998 mid-term
elections, which I anticipate will
not be that much. However, ~
should especially watch them wjth

going to do the thirty-seven
Promise Keepers' stadium and
media events over the net couple of
years, culminating all of this
activity on January 1, 2000, with
big rallies, not in a variety of
religiously symbolic places, but in
all fifty state capitals. Again, they
chose political and governmental
sites, not religiously significant
places, to make their mas s
"spiritual" witness. The same
media argument used in DC cannot
be used for January 1, 2000,
because most state capitals are not
media centers, but small cities
reflecting the nation's early agrarian
and small town past when the state
capital sites were selected and
established.
The Promise Keepers' religious
and spiritual justification for
selecting this date is that it is the
beginning of a new millennium.
These unapologetically Christian
men are not interested in just
launching a divine decade, they
want a century foe Christ.
Coincidentally, politically, it just
happens also to be the beginning of
the primary and caucus season of a
critical presidential election year.
(6) Watch also how they are
collecting names from the Promise
Keepers' rallies. In many ways,
there is nothing more valuable to a
political campaign than a list,

especially one where the initial
contact was a positive one. People
tend to vote for the people or the
party who registers them to vote.
That's a mere secular act. What
kind of, even indirect, political
influence do you think Promise
Keepers could have on people who
experienced
through
their
organ ization a high spiritual
experience. The Promise Keepers
organization is compiling a huge
mailing list and they already have
very sophisticated computer setup
that allows them to communicate
with their supporters.
Will
Christian Coalition or Family
Research Council ·"Voter Guides"
now begin to show up in Promise
Keepers' homes?
And Promise Keeper lists can
certainly be made available to
political campaigns later. Their
lists can be made available just to
friendly political campaigns who, in
tum, can very efficiently target their
direct mail, phone banking or other
campaign efforts to a Promise
Keeper home with a positive oc
negative message that they know
will appeal to this family. They
will not even know that Promise
Keepers was involved. It will just
look and feel like all the other
political material and approaches
they receive around election time.
continued on Page A-7

the presidential campai~ of 2000
in mind. Remember, it was the
White House in the year 2000 that
the Rev. Pat Robertson was
targeting when he was secretly
caught on tape talking to his
Christian Coalition leaders in
Atlanta recently. Republicans
believe they are going to retain
control of the House and Senate in
1998 -- which may or may not be
true -- but, given that belief, what
they are really after is to join
Congressional control with White
House
control
in
2000.
Unencumbered, that would enable
them to appoint more of their
conservative friends to the Supreme
Court and, like the fifty-eight year
impact of the Plessy v. fec~uson
decision of 1896, help to foster their
very conservative political agenda
for the next half-of-a-century.
(5) In this regard, we need to
watch their stagin& and .timin&.,
again with an eye toward 2000.
Their critics asked them, "If the
Promise Keepers do not want to be
political or even perceived that way,
why did you come to Washington,
the nation's capital, the center of
politics and government?" Their
answer was reasonable and
believable. Because only here
could they have the kind of media
impact that they were trying to
achieve. That makes sense.
From here, however, they are

Foursquare Church
6476 Streeter Avenue

Riverside, CA

(909) 359-0203
WEEKLY SERVICES

12900 Heacock St .
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

SlmAla.

(909) 656-4247

Sunday School (all ages)
9 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9 - IO a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Church
11 - 12:30 p.m.

Sunday
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .
Worship Service
11:15 a.m.
YPWW & Worship Svc . 6:30 p.m.

Mondays & Fridays
Hour of Prayer
6:30 p.m .

(during church)

Thursdgy

.

Wednesday
Noon Day Prayer
12:00 p.m .
Bible Study
7:30 p.m.

Elder Leodis & Sister
Richardson
Rose of Sharon is a
Church paving the way in
the wilderness - Isainh
35:1

2nd & 4th Fridays
Evangellstlc Service 7:30 p.m .

llaPel
1595 E. Art Townsend Drive
(Corner of Del Rosa & Art Towns end Dr.)
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Mother Teresa

(909) 382-8540
Sunday
Sunday School
9:00
Morning Worship
10:30
Children's Church
10:30
Evening Worship
6:30

A Life of Devotion

"A spirit anointed Church going
everywhere with the Word"

7:00 p.m .

Nursery care is provided

Good News Missionary Baptist Church
"A Growing Church - In Grace and in Knowledge"
Come Grow With Us
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Post Office Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92517
(909) 683-2916
SUNDAYS:

Morning Worship
11 :00 am
The 5 R's "How to Study
the Bible"
6:00 pm

a.m.
a.m.
a.m .
p.m .

TuEsDAYS:

· :, What Baptists Believe -"The
18 Articles of Faith"
7:00 pm

City Wide Prayer
Wed. & Fri.
5:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Class
Morning
10:00 a.m .
Evening
6:30 p.m .
Grace lllnlstrlea TV Broadcast
Wednesday
5:30 p.m.
San Bernardino Channel-3

; ,-:•

Bible Study

Rev. Michael and Sherrie
Edwards

Pastor and Sister
Jeffen, C. Morehead
presents

' '

Perris Church Of Christ

A ponion of lhe

proceeds from the
sale of lhis video
will be donated to
the Missionaries of
Charity, Inc.

279 "D" Street
Perris, California 92570

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS

"A church dedicated to New Testament
style Teaching, Preaching and Worship"

12:30 - 1:30 PM
for

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

BIOGRAPHY presents this definitive profile of one of the
spiritual giants of the 20th century - Mother Teresa

Sunday Morning Bible School
Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship

Call 1-800-288-5695
to order by credit card. Or send $19.95 plus S3.95 S&H 10
"Mo1her Teresa Video"
c/o New Village Media

257 1'2tk A,·enuc South, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10010

I§.o,¾.J [ell•]
•

I

VISA

I

9:00 a.m.
10:lOa.m.
6:00p.m.

Free Bible Lesson Course By Mail
Free Transportation
OFFICE: 657-5433 Mon. - Sat.
657-274Sun
FAX: 657-2803

Curtis McCullom, Senior
Minister
W. Osborn, Assistant Minister
W. Otis, Assistant Minister

'96 McDonald Gospelfest Choir
Competition Winners

(909) 597-7134
4195 CIDNO HILLS PKWY 177
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

Life CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

Pastor Ron and LaVette Gibson

11:30 am

Support Group
Faith Clinic

5:00 pm
5:30 pm

Bible Study (Pastoral Teaching)

MASS CHOIR CHRISTMAS
CONCERT
7:30pm

Children & Teen Ministries

7:30pm

Wednesday

1

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

SJmm

WORSHIP SERVICES
8:00 am, 9:45 am, 11:30 am & 7:00 pm
Sunday School
8:00 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
New Members' Class
9:45 am

Childrens' Church

44

CELEBRATING HIS MAJESTY''
DECEMBER 19, 1997 • 7:30 P.M.
TICKETS: $10 PER PERSON

Prayer Daily: Tues-Fri at 6am, 12 pm, & 7 pm

Come To I.ife, It Will Change Youn!

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Sunda,y
Y.P.W.W.

Evening Worship

8:00 a.m.
tla.m.
9:30 a.m.

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

Choir Rehearsal
Rev. Alvin L. Smith

Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 & 10:45 a.m.

Church of God in Christ

Prayer and Bible Study
(1860 Chicago, Ste. #GU, Riverside)
Wednesday
6:30 p .m .

(Heb. 6:11 & 12)
2355 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 222-4005
SERVICE TIMES:
9:30a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
Worship Service
BIBLE STUDY

BLESSED
ASSURANCE

Tues. Night
Fri. Night

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

"God is in the Blessing Business"

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

To

7:00p.m.

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson Sr. ,.

Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

New Beginnin~
Community
Baptist Church
Services held at: Kansas
Avenue S .D .A . Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

Weekly Servleee

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 p .m.

Mailing Address:
P.O..Box 430, Moreno Valley, CA~
92556

(909) 684-7532

Allen Olallel
·African Methmlst~
11:DlsoolNII Churm··

(909) 684-1564 - FAX

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)

Sunday Services

Riverside, CA 92501

,•
:.,

(909) 686-9406

•::

Early Morning Worship 7:45 a.m .
Sunday School
9:00 a .m.

Mid-Morning Worship 10:15 a.m .
Nursery Open
10:15 a.m.
Wednesday Services

7:00 p .m.

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

Mountain View
Community Church

HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

and

(909) 693-0771

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC

W EEKLY S ERVJCES
Sunday

COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT 9 PM

Early Worship
Church School
Mid-Morning Worship
Children's Worship
(2nd & 4th Sunday

call
Pastor John Wells

3rd Church Anniversary
Sept. 21st & Sept. 28th
Services Held at 4:00 p.m.

7:45 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.

11 :30 a.m.

Wednesdey
Prayer & Bible Study
Chosen Generation
(Youth 12-17 years) .

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

...

11:00 a.m.
9 :30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. '
V

7:00 p.m.

Tim

BOOK ~;
OF ACTS

(New in Temecula!!)
27570 Commerce Center Drive #225
Temecula, CA 92590

6 PM

(909) 688-1570

Evangelist Service

2911 Ninth St.
Riverside, CA 92502

Bible Study
7:45 p .m.
"Second in Name, First in Love"

LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

7:00p.m.

Second Baptist Church

Prayer Services

presents

HIGHWAY

Worship Services

Rev. Raymond F. Williams

7:00p.m .

Thursday

2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd.
Stratton Center -Temp. Location
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 55010, Riversi de, CA 92517
(909) 683-1567

WEEKLY SERVICES

6:00p.m .
7:00p.m.

Wednesda.y

7:00p.m.

5694 Jurupa Avenue
Rivers ide, CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - Office

9:30a.m.
11:15 a.m.

Tuesda,y
Christian Education

AMOS TEMPLE CME

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p .m .
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Wednesday and Friday Evenjng
from 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

After Sunday Serive
Sunday Worship
Services

Marc K. Woodson
Senior Pator

200 Oasis Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 325-1779

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Weekly Order Of Service
Saturday Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath
9:15 a.m.
Early Morning Service
11:00a.m.
Church Service
4:30p.m.
Youth Special Service
Jan. 11th Revelalion Seminar Sunday,

Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

SUNDAY SERVICES

& Financial Services and the Small.
Business Committees, and has a
Master of Arts Degree in Theology
from the Chicago Theological
Seminary.

as doves? Or wolves in sheeps
clothing? Watch, as well as pray!
Jesse L Jackson, Jr. is a second
term congressman from the Second
Congressional District of Illinois
who serves on the House Banking

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LIFE

frillaJI... (er,ery Ist & 3rd)
Fellowship Service
7:30 pm

HEIDEL A.M.E
CHIJHCH

sector their names will not even
have to be publicly revealed.
Who are the Promise Keepe rs?
A political Trojan Horse? Genuine
re ligious and spiritual leaders who
are wise as serpents, but harmless

in-kind contributions from private
individuals or corporate donors -will be e ligible for politicallysupported and government-supplied
tax write-offs. Finally, since such
contributions are in the priv ate

they have clearly established their
preeminence for religiously-based
mobilization, and their surveys
show the rallies to be attracting
overwhelmingly Republicanoriented men, look for the really big
Republican supporters and political
donors to ante-up.
In light of the personal exposure
that many individual and corporate
donors have received during the
1997 congressional campaign
finance committee hearings, these
contributors will have one
additional advantage with the
Promise Keepers over the political
hard money, and some soft money,
they usually give to political
candidates, campaigns and parties -it will be tax-deductible soft money
to a religious organization. This
unlimited money -- cash, checks or

Through all of this , of course,
Promise Keepers can truthfully and
le gally s ay that they are not
involved in politics, that their
mission is religious and spiritual.
(7) Finally, we must watch
where the Promise Keepers raise
the money to pull off their
ambitious future plans and
activities. What is its source?
Promise Keepers is a $117 million
operation. Where did this money
come from? They said most of it
came from the nearly two million
people they have attracted to their
past stadium rallies where they
charged $60 per person to attend.
But the future rallies are going to be
free? Assuming future free rallies
will be bigger than past paid rallies,
who will be picking up this $117
million-plus price tag? Now that

Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer

Thursday, December 25, 1997 ·:
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7480 Sterling Avenue :,:
P.O. Box 220989
.'.'-I
San Bernardino, CA 92410"::
WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE: --.~i
Pra yer:
Tu esd ay- 9:30 a.m.•;
Thursday-5:30 p .m .
Frid ay- 10:00 a.m:
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p.m .
Pastor Harvey & lUrs.
SUNDAY SERVICES:
Dean Jones
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .
f909)
Morning Worsh ip
11:30 a.m .

884-824:I

CHURCH DIRECTORY LISTING
RIVERSIDE

Church Service
Adventist Youth

11:00am.

Christ Fellowship Church
. ML Moriah Baptist

1385 W. Blaine, Suite I
Riverside, CA 92517
(909) 276-3367
Kelvin Ward, Pastor
Spiritual Growth
Church Of God In Christ

, YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 656-4362
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 a m.
Morning Worship:
11 :00 am.
Kansas Ave. SDA Church

Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sa?bath School

9:15 a m.
9:30am.

Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every 1st
Sunday
7:00 p.m.

(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
Prayer Meeting
Bible Study

6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & 8. Sims

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30p.m.

New Member Class
Morning Worship
Youth Church

9:30a.m.
10:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

2625 Avalon St.
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 276-8374
Marc Woodson, Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth Service

9:15 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
11:00a.m.
4:30p.m.

New Visions Christian Community

SAN BERNARDINO
ML Zion Ughdrouse Full Gospel Church

3310 Lime Street Downtown
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 784-HOLY
Clarence R. Williams, Jr., Pastor
Inercessory Hour of Prayer
12 Noon
Wednesday In-depth Bible
Core Study
7:00 p.m.
Friday Holy Worship Service 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Holy Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Holy Evangelist
Service
7:00 p.m.

Church

Parle Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

RUBIDOUX
Mount Calvary Missionary Baptist
Church

5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 684-6480 or (909) 781-0443
Seth Williams, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.

18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson,
Jr., M.Ed., M.Div
Christian Growth Class
9:00a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise 11:00a.m.
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal
7:00p.m.

New Hope COG/C

254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381 -2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:45 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
6pm
Pastor Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship:
8pmTh

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.

1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m:'
Sunday School
9:30 a m:
Morning Worship
11:00 a.mi
N.B.C.
5:30p.m;
Evening Service
7:00p.m;
Nursery Services Provided

.

New Life Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor

1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
:
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
F.arly Morning Worship
8:00 am;
Church School Hour
9:45 a.ml
Morning Worship Hour
11:00 ami
Tuesday

Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m:
Thursday
,
Prayer & Praise Service
7:00 p.mi
"Gospel lime" TV Broadcast-Channel~
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m;
San Bernardino-Friday
8:00 p.m!

'

,
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MSRP....••...............$20,220

~~~~=:f ::~~:.~~:::::.-~i~g

•

.. -

Your Cost.._. ............$17,970

VJN#608410

MSRP. ....•...............$16,920
Freeway Discount...-1200
!Factory Rebate ...........-750
Your Cost.....•...........$14,970

....
I'_

MSRP. ....................$37,740
Freeway Discount...-3986
Factory Rebate .......... 5000

•

•

Your Cost.................$28,754

MSRP.....................$38,500
Freeway Discount...-2884
Your Cost ................$35,616

•

IN#635446
06306

Quality Pre-Owned Cars and Trucks
I

.
.~

' 94 FORD TEMPO

'93 FORD T-BIRD

$7,~99

$8,999

VIN #124179

VIN #226532

' 93 DODGE INTREPID

'91 LINC TOWNCAR

-$9,999

$9,999

VIN #65 1676

VIN # 649112

;

' 95 FORD CONTOUR

· 93 HONDA ACCORD DX

$9,999

$9,999

VIN #121532

VIN # 009289

'97 FORD E SCORT

·95 FORD T-BIRD

$10,999

$10,999

VIN # 265720

VIN # 210982

'95 HONDA ACCORD LX

' 9 3 L E XUS ES 30 0

$15,999

$16,999

VIN #136272

VIN # 0215787

~

.
I

..

' 97 FORD TAURUS GL

' 96 MERC VILLAGER G·s

$12,999
'.•

$13,999

'

VIN # 200336

VIN#J04397

'
I

,;

~

I•

1,
'

,~
1.•

'

',
I

' 95 FOO MUST CONV

' 93 LEXUS ES300

1

• 95 FORD EXPLORER XLT

' 95 LINC M K VIII

$15,999

$16,999

'
'

$17,999

$18,999

VIN # 268867

VIN #0215787

'95 FORD EXPLORER

'95 LINC CONTINENTAL

' 97 M ERC MOUNTAINEER

$19,999

$19,999

. · 97 LINC TOWNC A R EX EC

$23,999

$26,999

,,

VIN # 742739

VIN II A 9 1566

VIN # 633393

VIN #860701 _,

VIN # J46820

VIN #639450

~.

AUTO PLAZA DR.

....

...,,..

~
'

/

~~- ~

"\

\,p

-

-

--~

/

1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO

CAMINO REAL

909/889-3514
1-800-237-8115

''Your Non: ~.:~
· ..; Confrontation -:._:,
-..
~ .:l... ~/,.,,,.. .....,. Dealer''
.
.
_
_,
·
.
... r ~,.
..
.....

2.9%, &.9_%~througt\,Fattf M9tg,Cildk.Qn a ~ credit. All vehicles sub.i ~ !<>_I>!ior sale. Plus tax lie., doc~ srnog if ~'W· .9n approved c~·it.
~

.

'

t

Sale Enda 121.29/97

.. ..
L.A. Sparks name Rousseau head coach
INGLEWOOD.- The Los Angeles Sparks have taken away the interim tag and named Julie Rousseau the
head coach for the upcoming season. "Julie Rousseau is a leader and will become a very good coach in this •
league,• stated General Manager Rhonda Windham. A Los Angeles native, Rousseau took over 11 games into I: :
the season and led the team to a 10-7 mark over the final six weeks of the WNBA's inaugural campaign.
[}

PORTS

!Contact Sports Editor: Leland Stein III .at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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Bruins' experience, youth molding nicely

EX RIVERSIDE NORTH STAR: Todd Ramasar.

Ramasar, Reed are part of
UCLA's outstanding freshman class.
By LELAND STEIN ill ·
Bku;k Voice News Sports Editor

WESTWOOD, Dec. 20 - The young and
old? That's the moniker the 1997 version
the UCLA Bruins (6-1) will be playing the
season under.
Still, hope springs eternal for the school
that sets as a goal winning the NCAA title.
As former Bruin great Bill Walton noted,
"Every year you are expected to be an student scholar and win the NCAA championship ... That's what being a UCLA Bruin
is all about."
Well, the reality of Walton's words do
not quite reflect the state of today's college
basketball environment or the '97 Bruins.
In fact, the Ed O'Bannon led UCLA team
that beat Arkansas in '95 won the Bruins'
first NCAA title in over twenty years ('75).
The reduction of scholarships and the need
for young talent coming into the league to
play immediately, the face of college basketball has changed forever.
When the undefeated Saint Louis
Billikens invaded Pauley Pavilion they
were just another example of how the talent
in college basketball has been dispersed
thoroughly around the United States. The
supreme domination of the college basketball scene that Walton helped create while
at UCLA, will never happen again. But, the
goal to be the best team you can be, i.e win
a national championship as Walton noted, is
a starting point, mindset and goal that every
team should have.
The mix on this year's UCLA team is
extreme. There are six freshmen - Baron
Davis, Travis Reed, Rico Hines, Earl
Watson, Billy Knight and Todd Ramasar and the three senior leaders - Toby Bailey
J.R. Henderson and Kris Johnson. Making
the extreme mix mesh together, the seniors
have taken the younger players under their
wings and the chemistry has been more than

EX FONTANA A.B. MILLER: Travis Reed.

anyone expected it would be. In fact, the
guys enjoy their leadership roles.
"I talk to the freshmen all the time, too
make sure they don't get to upset over any
one play," said Henderson, who led the
Bruins in scoring against Saint Louis with
19 points. "The guys are really receptive to
our suggestions and we all seem to mesh
very well."
Added Bailey: "As one of the veterans I
know I can still play a great game and not
score a lot of points. That's one of the lesson we talk to the young guys about when
their offense is not going as well as they

Photo courtesy of UCLA

MISSING PIECE TO THE PUZZLE: With
Jelani McCoy's return to the Bruins, they will
step up even further in the national rankings.

would like. The way Saint Louis played us
tested us to produce other methods and keep
within our game plan."
The 11th-ranked Bruins' patience and
mental nerves were tested against the
Billikens in this non-conference game at
Pauley Pavilion before close to 10,000.
Saint Louis played a physical, tough defensive game that had all the Bruins' players
wrapped in ice tending their wounds in the
post game locker room.
"We thought we were getting fouled a
lot," Henderson said, "but we held our poise
and didn't let it get inside our heads."
Added UCLA coach Steve Lavin: "I'm
really proud of our seniors effort in the secon(I half ... they did not get rattled or lose
their focus."
The contest was close throughout, with
Saint Louis putting a real scare in the
Bruins faithful, getting the score as close as .
62-60 with a little over 2 minutes left in the
game. Still the patient Bruins did enough to
squeeze out a 73-67 victory.
With this victory, many of the Bruins
anticipating center Jelani McCoy's return to
the team, are expecting a Walton like
UCLA team finish.
'I feel this squad is very good, and, will
be even better with the return of Jelani,"
said Reed, the fonner Fontana A.B. Miller
star. "We have a lot of good players on this
team. Kris' (Johnson) has already improved
the team. We all feel we have a legitimate
shot at going all the way."
UCLA's ranking shows the respect they
have on the national level. We know Bailey,
Johnson, Henderson and McCoy are a constant, but the new kids on the block will
make the difference in the long run.
Fonner Riverside North star Ramasar
highlights the challenge that faces the freshmen, saying: "We all have to adjust to the
intensity of the college game . . . that's
probably the biggest jump from high
school. But the seniors are helping all the
young guys and we know at the end we can
be a top contender. Still we are taking it
game by game. Personally I'm just waiting
for my opportunity to contribute mightily."
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Photo by Jon GNde • BVN
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Photo by Sam Jama - BVN

FRIENDS: Ex-Rialto Eisenhower stars Marton Farlow (/) of Arizona State
and Glen Thompkins of UCLA share a bond that will last a lifetime.

r:~ '

LOTS OF HEART:
Former
Riverside
North star Joanna
Hayes has already
won a couple of Pac10 titles while at
UCLA.

-~

.•'

Magical New Year's Eve '97
Vertigo, one of Southern California's most. pop.ular P~rty Bands
musical variety from Glenn Miller to Top 40 hits with magic from the
Great Raguzi will be at Riverside Convention Center,.~ Or~nge
Street to ring in the New Year. Enjoy a four c~urs~ pr!me nb dinner
prepared by chef Gary Palm of the Historic M1ss1on Inn. For
reservations and more information, contact (909) 222-4700.

• Travel
• Reviews
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Maxine Waters and host of other athletes,
entertainers and dignitaries joined Santa at the
party that featured a dozen activity stations,
games, arts and crafts food and entertainment.
"Thi s is great event. The kids are
overwhelmed with so much to do and see,"
said Roslyn Shepard, Hollygrove children
Treatment Center.
The games and gifts were wonderful but
Kobe Bryant will have a lasting iJI1pression
on our children." next year promises to be
equally exciting, as Athletes and Entertainers
for Kids, continue to build future leaders
through mentoring. For information, write:
Athletes and Entertainers for Kids, 1845
Camino Dos Rios, 2nd Floor, Thousand Oaks,
CA 91320.

·K-marts Children
:~Holiday Ga~_a
Black Voice News
CENTURY CITY

Kathy Ireland

champion, Sugar Ray Leonard, U.S. Olympic
Gymnast Kerri Strug, Congresswoman

92.3 ...The Beat "Winter Cool Down"

Sugar Ray Leonard

swv

By Stanton Allen Weeks
K-mart, Kathy Ireland, and Athletes and
Entertainers for Kids, expressed the true
meaning of Christmas to over 300
disadvantaged youth during the recent 10th
Annual Children's Holiday gala, held at the
Century Plaza Hotel and Towers.
Children from foster homes, abuse shelters,
low income community centers, hospitals and
social service agencies throughout Los
Angeles and surrounding counties~ An
impressive list of celebrities were on hand to
meet and greet, sign autographs, and pass out
gifts. The Lakers, Kobe Bryant, boxing

!:s easonal Spirit Lifed in "Colors of Christmas"
: • lack Voice News
: >

CERRITOS

: )3y Taylor Jordan
;:
: :, Did a merry band of angels or crew of elves
; sprinkle magic dust on each and every person
as they entered the Cerritos Center for the
Performing Arts last weekend?
Surely celestial seasoning flavored the
vocal palettes of Peabo Bryson, Patti Austin,
James Ingram, Sheena Easton and the
Crenshaw High School Elite Choir. And, for
good measure, some Higher Hand tossed
: extra pepper into instrumentalists on strings,
rhythm and reeds, brass and sassy
,ponductress Gail Deadrick.
..One must offer there explanations, for there
can be no purely earthly reasoning, for the
evening of love, hope, promise, nostalgic

living up to its plural status in songs, stage
conversation, humor and harmony for folks
of every race, religion and age range .
Couples cuddled in the romantic mist of "No
More Blue Christmas" (Easton), "Baby,
Come to Me" (Austin and Ingram), "Can You
Stop the Rain?" (Bryson), "Somewhere Out
There" (Easton and Ingram) and "How Do
You Keep The Music Playing?" (Ingram and
Austin). Children connected to the songs
sung especially for them, "Beauty and the
Beast" (Bryson and Easton), "Somewhere
Out There" (Ingram a nd Easton) and "A
Whole New World" (Austin and Bryson).
The season's spiritual significance was
magnifice ntly captured by' the leading
foursome and fiercely reinforced by the
Crenshaw choir which sometimes upstaged
the adults with th eir

rememb:ance
and If these four singing together. ..don 't teenage exuberance and
celebration of the
move you...you should be in the
vocal
e nthusiasm.
; .wonder the most cemetery 'ce you're deed and don't Bryson
smoothly,
: blessed
season
seamlessly sang "Silent
:- embodied
in
the
know it.
Night," the first holiday
: , "Colors of Christmas" concerts at Cerritos.
tune his mother, now 83, sang to him. The
:- " Since its inception in 1994, "Colors" has choir rejoiced on "Joy To The World," "Come
:· been center's favorite concert outing. And All Ye Faithful," the "Hallelujah" chorus
: little wonder. Bryson's peerless voice and from Handel's "Messiah" and the rousing
: , warm persona represent the concerts' finale "Precious Child From Bethlehem."
: constancy, but the hand-picked presence of Ingram's "Who Would Imagine A King?" and
: ~ually awesome talents like Austin, Ingram Easton's version of the traditional "Lord's
; and Easton lifts performances to a pinnacle Prayer" were so sweet you could cry.
; , seldom witnessed. Christmas past performers
The importance of family, loved ones,
: joining Bryson have included Jeffrey relationships and even humor in the tapestry
. Osborne, Roberta Flack, Melissa Manchester of life were wondrously explored in "Have
' ~dAaronNeville.
Yourself A Merry Little Christmas," "1 2
: _The 1997 version proved, once again, the Days of Christmas" and "Home," all Austin;
, popularity of this yuletide mix of gospel, pop, "The Most Wonderful Time of the Year" and
\hythm-and-blues, jazz, soul and seasonal "The Christmas Song," Bryson; and "Yah Mo
standards. If these four singing together, Be there": and "I Don't Have The Heart,"
individually, as duets and in choral/concert Ingram.
band combinations don't move you and put
"Colors" is a must-attend holiday concert.
: you in the mood for Christmas, you should be And, if in doubt about what Christmas gift to
: ,in the cemetery 'cause you're dead and don't give special people, take a few friends next
know it.
year.
"Colors"
offered
something
for
everyone,
v
,

.

~'·

(Lele, Coco and Taj)

Photos by Stanton Allen Weeks

Brian McKnight

By Stanton Allen Weeks

While some folks were nestled snugly in their
beds, trimming their Christmas trees, or sipping
eggnog, yet, another capacity crowd was being
deli ghted by some of the industries top
performers.
The Los Angeles Wiltern Theatre was the place
for the 5th annual KKBT holiday Cool Down.
Once again the number one rated radio station,
affectionately referred to as 92.3 .. .The Beat,

,\

pulled out all the stops in organizing a sold out
charity event. Keeping with their motto "Staying
True to the Street," this year, My Friend's Place,
homeless youth center was the recipient of The
Beats, unending kindness and generosity.
A soulful Christmas concert began with a lineup that is unrivaled by
any concert this area
has seen this year.
Aside, of course, from
the 92.3 Summer Jam.
This year the stage
was filled with some
newcomers,
some
performers returning to
the scene, and some
music veterans and
icons. Beat radio on air
personalities were on
hand to introduce the
acts and allow fans to
___
R_ap_pe_r_K_
am
_ _ _ match the faces with the
voices. Popular DJ Theo, brought Babyface and
Shanice Wilson on stage for an impromptu
accapella duet. Chico Debarge found some
welcoming fans who waited during his 5 year
hiatus from the business, wowing the crowd with
his hit "iggin' me." Jon B. and Next's "Butta
Love" opened the show with some smooth
ballads. H-Town and SWV sang cuts from their
new albums. SWV's CoCo complete with broken
foot, thanked the listeners for their support.
Warner Bros. recording artist "Somethin For the
People" received major crowd response with their
hit "My Love is the Shh." And if that wasn't
enough, K-Ci and JoJo exilerated the energy with
new songs and some Jodeci favorites.
Brian McKnight with his sexy dancers tore up
the place with "You Should Be Mine." Look to
the Beat to al ways be focused on giving,
community development, and awareness, before,
now, and into the New Year.

We Want Your Opinion -- And Value Your Input

Tell us what you think of The Black
Voice News

From the Black
Voice Family

To Your Family

-----
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--------··
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Taste and Tour

• Society
• Calendar

The third annual Taste and Tour will be held at the Riverside
Municipal Museum on Friday, January 23, 1998 from 6:00 to
9:00 p.m. This event, hosted by the Riverside Museum
Associates (RMA), will feature gourmet selections provided by
more than fifteen local restaurants and beverage houses. For
more information contact (909) 358-5533 or (909) 689-1580.
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Local Educator Leads Statewide Association
solutions for the problems
and needs of urban schools.
"ACSA's state and regional
structures are strengthened by
the association's special
, committees, which provide
· leadership in all areas of
education,"
explained
ACSA's Executive Director
Tom Giugni.
Prior to her current position,
White served as the interim

Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

Judy D. White, Assistant
Superintendent for Student
Services for San Bernardino
City Unified School District,
has been appointed a member
of the Urban Education
Committee
for
the
Association of California
School Administrators.
As a member of the
committee, White will
analyze issues of urban
education, emphasizing the
need to improve the
educational opportunities for
children in urban districts.
She will also identify and

Director of Special Education
and
a Principal
On
Assignment in Educational
Services for SBCUSD. She
has also been a school site
principal, vice principal and
teacher in the district.
In addition, she was named
the 1997 Administrator of the
Year
by
the
San
Bernardino/Riverside County
Counselors. She is director of

Christian education at Faith
Temple Church and is a
former member of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People.
White received her B.A.
from Occidental College and
her M.A. in education from
California State University,
San Bernardino. She is a
doctoral candidate at Azusa
Pacific University.
of
The
Association

Your Commtiiilty ·· ·
·Jazz Station

Judy D. White

articulate the concerns ·of
administrators in urban school
districts and recommend

Bellanca Will Run for ReElection of Auditor-Controller
Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Anthony Bellanca, Riverside
County Auditor-Controller, has
announced his candidacy for reelection to the Office of
Riverside County AuditorController.
As the County's chief Fiscal
officer he is responsible for
auditing, disbursing, and
accounting for the County's
funds.
For more than 11 years, as
Riverside County AuditorController, he has monitored
Riverside County's use of
taxpayers' funds. He has

KUOR-89.1
f

contributed to the financial
strength and fiscal management
of the County.
He has
streamlined accounting and
auditing processes while
maintaining
public
accountability over the
County's use of the taxpayers'
money.
He will continue to focus on
the process of constant and
continuous improvement over
all of the County's financial
systems and procedures to help
ensure complete public
accountability over the
County's use of the taxpayers'
funds.

•
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At
Southern California Edison, w;rhave made a commitment
to economic and business development;\\l ducation and job training.
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School
California
Administrators has 23
committees and represents
more .
than
14,000
superintendents, principals,
vice principals, classified
managers and co~fidential
employees throughout the
state. It is a member-driven
organization committed to
improved
student
performance and educational
leadership in California's
public schools.

In the last five years, we have contributed. ov~;..i ~Sltmillion to
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INLAND EMPIRE PUERTO RICAN ASSOCIATION, INC.

ilegals/Classifieds
LEGALS
<-) doing

SUN RIVER HERBS
• 401 Recio ROIICI 8-34

correct copy of the original
on Ille In my olflce.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
ALE NO. 1178f1T7

; Palm Springs, CA 92262

p .12/11,12/11, 12/25,1/1198

The folowl119 penon(e) II

SUN WHEEL ENTERPRISES

--nt

herein.
a./ Rudy S. Diaz
The filing of this atatement doH not

al ltMlf IIUIIIOrlD tlle UH In this al a flctttloua buslnus name In violation of the rights of another under
federal, s tate, or common law

(MC.14400 at.Mq.b 6. p code)
Statement filed with the County on

: SuunAnnWMeler
2820 Arcaclla Court 8214
Palm Springs, CA 92262
, LA., CA 90019

FICTITIOUS

• Thie b u l l - le conducted by
• Raglstrant 11H not y.t commenced
: to tranaact buelneu under the
: flctltloua bualneH name or namN
• Mated llareln.

: a/S-AnnWIINler
; The 1111119 of 1111• - - n t d0II not
of IIHII authorize th• UH In thl•

-

of a flc:1ltloua buelnua name In

violation of the right• of another

' unclar feclefal, - • or common law
(NC. 14400 el.Nq.b & p code)
Stalenwlt flied with the County on
11/11117
I hereby cenlfy 111111 tllla copy II
correct

a

copy

of th• original
~ on Illa In my office.
J. BRIDGES, ACTING
County Clerk
FILE NO. 172525
• p.12/4,12/11,12/18,12/25
• FICTITIOUS

BUSINESS

STATEMENT
The followl119 penon(e) I•

bull-u:

NAME

<-) doing

CORTEZ AUTO SALES
5330 Mlulon Blvd
Rl-.ide, CA 112504

AlbanCor1a
1420 w. 3rd St.
Santa Ana, CA 112703
Thia b u l l - la conducted by
lndlvklual
ReglItrant commenced to tranuct
bualnau under the flctltloua
bualneu name or namH llIted

llbow on 12/3/97
aJ Albert Conez
The fHlng of 11111 - - n t doH not
of IIHlf authorize the UH In thl•

'

BUSINESS

NAME

STATEMENT
The 10llowlng person(I) la (are) doing
buelllMIU:

: lndMdual

FORMAL-JACKETS REQUIRED. TKTS $17($15 IN ADVANCE).
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• bull_ ..,

LOS TRES REYES DANCE(THREE KINGS) ON SAT. JAN. 3, 1998 @ THE INDIAN HIU
COUNTRY CLUB (909) 360-2090. DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 'TIL 1 :00 AM.

ACT OF FAITH
26311 Kelmll St.
Moreno Valley, CA 112556

NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Raymond E. Grier

26311 Kelmla St.
Moreno Valley, CA 112556
Thl1 b u l l - le conducted by
lndlvldual• Huaband and Wife
Raglstrant hu not yet bagun to
tnnllCI bull- unclar the flc11tlou•
buIlnua name or nama, llatad

he<win.
aJ Melanie Harrington-Grier
The 1111119 of Ihle _ _, doH not
of ltNlf autlloria Ille UN In 11111 - •
of • llctltloue bualnMa narns In violation of the rights of another under
federal , atete, or common law
(NC.14400 at.Nq.b & p code)
Slatement flied WIUl tlle COUnty on
11/26197
I hereby cenlly that this copy I• •
conec:t copy of the original _...,.nt
on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
COUnty Clerk
ALE NO. 177980
p.12/11,12/11, 12/25,1/1191
BUSINESS

NAME

STATEMENT

The following pereon(a) Is (are) doing
buelMNU:
SOLDIA PRINTING

311113 Lafayette St.
Rlverelde, CA 112503

correct copy of th• original - - •
on Illa In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
county Clark
ALE NO. 117711411
p.12/25,1/1,1/8,1/15

Melania Harrington-Grier
21381 Kelmll St.
Moreno Valley, CA 11255e

FICTITIOUS

11/25197
I heraby cenlfy th■t thlI copy la •

ARIAS, Eutlmlo I ROUSH, Muy
Grace are spplytng to Ille ~
of Alcoholic Ba-age Control to NII
bevaragea II 3564 Vin Buren Blvd.,

Rlwnlde (IN) CA 112503 w1111 an ON
SALE BEER 6. WINE EATING PLACE
Ileen•.
p .12/25,1/1,1/8198

SUMMONS

(CITATION JUDICIAL)

tiempo, puede perder su caso. y le
pueden quttar su salario, su dinero y
otras cosas de su propiedad sin aviso
adicional por parte de la corte.
Existen otros requisttos legales. Puede
que usted quiera llamar su abogado
inmedlaramanta. SI no conoce a un
abogado, puede llamar a un servicio de
referancla de abogados o a una oficina
de ayuda legal (vea el directorio
telelonico).
The name and address of the court
ls:(EI nombnt y direcclon de la COIie es)
SAN
BERNARDINO
COUNTY
SUPERIOR COURT
8303 WEST HAVEN AVENUE
RANCHO
CUCAMONGA,
CALIFORNIA 111730
WEST DISTRICT
(909) 945-4131
The name, address, and telephone
number of the plaintiff' s attorney, or
plaintiff without an attorney, is:
(El nombre, la direcclon y al numero de
telefono del abogado dal damandante
qua no tiane abogado, as):
JOHN L BENSON, ESO. •

SBN: 115440
LAW OFFICES OF
BLOMBERG & BENSON
8331 UTICA AVENUE, $UTE 200
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CALIFORNIA 11730
(909) 945-5000
Date: 1122/97
CASE NUMBER (Numero del caso)
RCV#26015
p.12/11, 12/tB,12/25

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: (Aviso a
Acusado)
LAIDLAW TRANSIT INC.; CITY OF
CHINO;
COUNTY
OF
SAN
BERNARDINO;
STATE
OF
CALIFORNIA; LAIDLAW TRANSIT,
INC.: VICKIE LYNN MATUSKY: ANO
DOES I through XXV, Inclusive,
YOU ARE BEING SUED
PLAINTIFF:
(A Ud. le es1a demandando)
PAUL A. BARBOSA,

BY

You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after
this summons is se,ved on you to file a
written response at this oourt.

A lener or phone call will not protect
you; you typewritten response on time,
you may lose Iha case, and your wages.
money and property may be taken
without further warning from the court.
There are other legal requirements.
You may want to call an attorney right
away. H you do not know an attorney,
you may call an attorney referral or a
legal aid offioe(listed in the phone book).

Despues de que le entraguen esta
cl ac:ion Judicial usted tiene un plazo de
RudyS. Diaz
30 DIAS CALENDARIOS para
of a flctltloue buelnua name In 311113 Lafayette St.
presenter una respuesta escrita a
maquina en asll cortli.
violation of the right• of enother
Rl-■lde, CA 112503
Una carta o una llamada telefonica no le
unclar federal, . or common law Thia bulineu II conducted by
o frec ara protaccion; s u respuesta
(uc.14400 et.aeq.b & p code)
lndlvlclJ■I
escri1a a maquina tiene qua cumpl~ con
SIii!_, filed with Ille County on
Registrant llu not yst begun to
las formalidades legales apropiadas si
tranuct buelMN under the fictitious _ usted quiere qua la cone escucha su
12/3197
caso.
I hereby cenlly that tllle copy la • · bualneu name or n■mu llatad
Si usted no present& su respuesta a

Thursday, December 25, 1997

tiampo, la carte puede expedir ordenes
que afecten su matr imonio, su
propiedad y que ordenen qua usted
pague mantencion , honorarios de
abogado y las costas. Si no pueda
P1Qar las costas por la presentaclon de
la demanda, pida al actuario de la corte
que le de un formulario de exoneraclon
de las mismas (Waiver of Court Fees
and Cosls).
SI desaa oblener consejo legal,
comuniquesa de lnmedlato con un
abogado.

NOTICE The restraining orders on the
blck are effective against both husband
and wife until the petition Is dismissed, a
judgement Is entered, or the court
makes f urther orders. These Olders are
anforceabla anywhere in Calttornia by
any law enlorcement officer who has
.-ived or seen a 00f1'I of them.
AVISO Las prohibieionas Judiciales qua

aparecen al reverse de esa cltaclon son
llfectivas para ambos conyuges, tanto el
llll)Oso como la esposa, hasta qua la
petlelon sea rechazada, se dicta una
decision final o la corte expida
inatruciones adlclonales. Oichas
prohiblciones pueden hacerse cumplir
an cualquier parte de California por
cualquler agente del orden publico que

las haya raelbido o qua haya visto una
copia de alias.

MEADOWS la entlllad to • lien as

Dated t hl• 17th day of December,

Warehou,emen

The name and address of the court
is:(EI nombre y direcclon de la COIie es)
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA.
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
4164 BROCKTON AVENUE
P.O.BOX431
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92507

llarelnsftw delcrtbed. and due notice
having been given to parllN known
to cllllm en lntereat thareln, end the

1997, at Newport Buell, Cellfornls,
by SylVia Eatrada, Authorized Agent

The name, address, and telephone
number of the plaintiff's attorney, or
plaintiff without an attorney, Is:
(El nombre, la direcclon y el numaro de
telefono del abogado del demandante
que no tiena abogado, es)
MONICA MONTES
571 E. MASON ST.
AZUSA, CA 91702
Date (Fecha): 2/27/9F,
Clerk(Actuario), by Slum, Deputy
CASE NUMBER(Numaro del caso)
161945
p .12/11, 12/18,12125. t/1/98

Bid No

YOU ARE BEING SUED
(A Ud. la asta demandando)
PETITIONER'S NAME IS: MONICA
MONTES
El NOMBRE DEL OEMANDANTE ES:
You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after
this summons and Petition are served
on you to file a responsa(lorm 1282) at
the court and serve a copy on the
petitioner. A letter or phone cal will not
protect you.
If you do not file your Response on time,
the court may make orders affecting
your marriage, your property, and
custody of your children. You may ba
ordered to pay suppon and anorney
lees and costs. H you cannol pay the
filing fee, ask the clerk for a lee waiver
lorm.

If you want legal advice, contact a
lawyer immediately.
Usted tiene 30 DIAS CALENOARIOS
despues de recibir oficialmente asta
cltacion Judlclal y petlclon, para
completar y prasenllr su formulario de
Respuasta (Response form 1282) ante
la corta. Una carta a una llamada
telefoniea no le ofrecera proteccion.

the

goods

time specified In Iuch notice for
payment of eucll chargH having
expired, notice le hereby given that
tlleH goods will be eold et public

for RIVERSIDE MEADOWS.

SYLVIA ESTRADA fgr BIYll'lldl
MHlllml
p.12/25,1/1198

suction In Rlvarsld• County at
RIVERSIDE MEADOWS, 4000 Pierce
St., Spece 171, Rlverelde, CA 92505
on January 11, 1198 at 10:00 a.m.

The property to bl SOid CORliatl ol 8
11175 Independence mobllehome,
Decal No. LAY4625, Serial Nos.
15HA and ISHB, owned by Elsie
Wayt. Th• atorege due la $575.85
plua eddltlon■I dally atorage chargu
of S13.00, actual utllltlae consumed,

NOTICE OF SALE
In accordance WIUI the provtllon• ot
the Callfornl■ Uniform Commercial
Code, th••• being dua and unpaid
atorage for which RIVERSIDE

a

D1lt

RFQ 2012

and other lncldentsl proceulng of
traneport■tlon cllargu Incurred after
o-mbar 1, 111117, Including, without
limitation, sttorneya' f - and coats
ot publleatlon.

Blddt('• Canfwrlost

C1Pllog Pm

Contact PtlloO

12/23117 10·00 LffL

OJ/15/!18 2·00 P DI.

Laticia Pt La o CAI 3ft:35Zo

Al1221H 3·00 Pro

Chris Modi•

REP AZil:14 ComgllNII Natural Gu Schpof Bu1 Buydown Program•

01(14tJII 9·00 Im

Q3124tH s•oo pro

RFQ 979f:1 s AlllrolllYI Fial Jraollt Bua Procpm

01/14/U 9·00 Lm

03(21110 s·oo P ro

IIQlll 39§-3140

REP Alil:l fi

Tran11t-Odlolld PIYIIPCHDIDI Land YN 5tllllllitl

01/14tJII 9·00 Im,

03!24199 s·oo Pm

1-300-Cut Smog

REP IZH:lZ

High Qccypapcy loll Lant PtmoolJrlllon Pmttc11

01(14tJII Sl'QO Lffi

Q3.12WBs·oopm

1-IOQ:Cut Smog

l28f:7H4l

REP IZH:ll

VJdlo CP01ffloclDSI Pn>ltdl

01/14/91 Sl'QO I

JD-

03/24/U

s·ooe m

l:fOO:Cl/1

smog

(2H:Zff4l

REP mt-lSI

Slcyclt Pl'PIKI

0111m g.po Lm,

Q3124M

5;00 p,m,

l-800-Cut Smog

QOQI

12H:ZH41

(Zff:7664)

Ofil3Ml8 5·00 p m.

PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDOERS' CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY CALUNG THE CONTACT PERSON.

The RFQ'IIRFP's m■y be obtained through Ille Internet at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp/
H you have q~one or would Hka • copy of Ille RFQ'a/RFP'e malled to you, talaphone Iha contact person.

The AQMD hereby notlflae Ill bidden In regard to 1111• adWftleemant. lhal minority bullneu antsrpnan wfll be afforded lull opportunity to bid responNS lo
Ihle Invitation. Moreovw, Ille AQMD wlll not discriminate agalnlll biddara on Ille bula ot race, color, rellglon, •x. merltal _..., national origin, aga, _ _ ,
ala1ue, or handicap. The AQMD also encourage1 Joint vanturee and subcantractl119 with MBE/WBE/DVBEa.
Mllclred Brown, Purchulng Manager
p.12/25

Other cars have the
same f ea:tures
w-e have. They just
call them 0ptions.
You can pay a lot of extra money for things like dual airbags. Dent-resistant
doors. A steel timing chain. A stainless steel exhaust. And an AM/FM stereo.

ll

Or you can buy a Saturn. And let everyone think you paid extra for them. 5/\nRN.

J

on

Nollce Is hereby glftrl th■t propouls will be accepted by the South Cout Air Quallty ~ Dlatrlct, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Ber, CA 111765 for
Ille followl119:

NOTICE TO RESPONDENT(Name):
RUBEN 0 . MONTES II
AVISO AL DEMANDANTE (Nombre)

[$11 92 5]

RSVP (909) 737-2476

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS/PROPOSALS

SUMMONS FAMILY LAW
(CITATION JUDICIAL-OERECHO DE
FAMILIA)

Si usted no presenla su respuasta

DRESS SEMI-

Tlw:, the 111.!>~R.P. 4 thi., /997
Salum SL. uuli«Jing AC, retaikr

prep mu/ trru1.'f'{'rlatii,11. Of c,,ur.,e, lt1tal c,~,t wili ,'llry ,,ee1il!!

how ,,ther optw,1,1 and .,fate-requirer) eq11ip111r11/ ml' e.i:tm, w arr
thing., likr ta.i: and lice,1.-e. &uh retaikr .iet., if., ,~m price, u•hu·h
may di(/er fmm the prier aht""'· ©/997 Satum C,rpomta,n

A DIFF E R EN T KIND of COMPANY. A DI F FERENT KIND of CAR.

